
BAGDAG: TERRORIST ATTACK 
 
 
At least 10 Iraqis died by the explosion  
An attack with car bomb kills the president in the Iraqi executive's exercise  
Related news  
USA believes that the attack of Baghdad is work of To the Qaeda  
The coalition finds a howitzer with gas sarín in Iraq  
United States will maintain the transfer date from the sovereignty to the Iraqis  
Voucher affirms that the attack of Baghdad shows the level of insecurity that Iraq lives  
One welded implied in the tortures affirms that they made the pictures "for amusement"  
The tortures responded to a decision adopted secretly by Rumsfeld in 2003  
State of the car bomb after the explosion in which has been dead Ezzedin Salim.  
The president in the Iraqi executive's exercise Abdel Zahra Osman Mohamad, well-
known as Ezzedin Salim, died in the attack with happened car bomb this morning to the 
entrance of the Green Area where he/she is the general barracks of the coalition in 
Baghdad, according to political sources. There are ten died Iraqis, and six wounded, two 
of them of graveness", the captain declared Lennol Absher.  
Writing. There was "a convoy that he/she prepared to enter in to the Green Area when 
the explosion took place. Ezzedin Salim died in the explosion", it indicated France 
Presse Hamid to the Bayati, spokesman of the Supreme Council of the Islamic 
Revolution in Iraq (CSRII), the executive's member.  
There are ten died Iraqis, and six wounded, two of them of graveness", declared to the 
AFP the captain Lennol Absher who specified that two soldiers Americans were also 
wounded in the attack.  
The president in exercise of the Iraqi Executive is the second member of dead transitory 
Government's Council in an attack. The first member was the diplomatic Akila Hachemi 
that was reached by bullet shots September 20, when it left his house. Five days later it 
lost the life.  
Bremer says that they will "conquer" the terrorists  
The American civil administrator, Paul Bremer, declared today, after the death of the 
Iraqi Executive's president, Ezzedine Salim, in an attack with car bomb in Baghdad that 
"the terrorists will be conquered."  
"The terrorists that look for to destroy Iraq gave a cruel blow with this vile act. But they 
will be conquered", Bremer declared in official statement. "The murder of the president 
of Iraqi Government's Council Ezzedine Salim constitutes a tragic loss. Salim worked 
without rest to serve to the interests for the good of Iraq (...) He was a friend whose 
wisdom and faith were constant source of force for me. It will be necessary me", 
Bremer added.  
The American civil administrator assured that his death won't be in vain", since "the 
Iraqi town will make everything so that its vision of a democratic, free and prosperous 
Iraq is made reality."  
Confrontations in Nasiriya  
On the other hand, a total of 16 Iraqis and an Italian soldier died in the confrontations 
that yesterday took place in Nasiriya (south) between militiamen radical chiíes and 
Italian carabinieri, according to a new balance of sources Italian Iraqi and military 
doctor.  
"Sixteen Iraqis died and other 26 were wounded", he declared France Presse the 
responsible for the hospital of the city Ali Nasser Diwan that previously had spoken of 
nine deads, among militiamen and civil, and 14 wounded.  



In Rome, the Ministry of Defense indicated that one of the six wounded carabinieri in 
the last night combats in Nasiriya died during the night.  
According to Diwan, the combats that lasted almost six hours, were the most violent 
from the beginning of the confrontations in the last days. "The situation is calm this 
morning", he said, adding that however the schools and the trade and administrative 
buildings of the city are closed.  
 


